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KNOT GUARDIAN SLEEVE

FRAME-X BIVVY

This new product from Relix
is designed to improve braided
and monofilament line’s knot
strength by nearly 100 per cent.
The sleeve simply slips over
line of any kind, or two lines of
different types and strengthens
the knot significantly.
It is easy to use and is
available in three colours:
yellow, mud brown and white.
You do not need any special
skills or tools, simply tie a
knot like you normally would
with the sleeve in place and
experience a much stronger
knot.

Featuring a new frame concept,
a self-standing, easy-to-erect
and spacious design, the
Prologic Frame-X bivvy is a real
standout product.
It features a brand-new
construction concept that
makes the setting up of the
bivvy easy and fast like never
before. The two main frames
are made in three sections and
once connected they create an
X shape on the two sides that
creates incredible stability.
The bivvy is 100 per
cent waterproof and made
from 210D RipStop fabric.
It also features a reinforced
groundsheet, metal pegging
points, mosquito-mesh door
and an overwrap.
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WILEY X
REBEL AND VALOR REALTREE
XTRA EDITIONS
New for 2016, Wiley X’s popular
Active Series WX Rebel and
Changeable Series WX Valor
will both be available with
Realtree Xtra camouflage
frames. The Realtree Xtra
pattern blends perfectly year
round in a variety of habitats,
making it the logical choice
to incorporate into these two
popular styles. They also
deliver the crystal-clear vision
and superior eye protection
expected from Wiley X.
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